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Time-resolved transient grating experiments with various polarizations are used to separate different
responses and measure their dynamics in supercooled liquid salol. A contribution to signal from
orientational alignment induced by flow that arises from thermal expansion is demonstrated. This
contribution is distinct from that due to orientational alignment induced directly by the excitation
light through the molecular polarizability anisotropy~i.e., through the optical Kerr effect!. It is also
distinct from signal contributions due to density modulations induced by thermal expansion. The
results offer additional insight into salol dynamics and into time-dependent transient grating
measurements of this class. Depending on the light polarizations used, any of the signal
contributions can be eliminated or highlighted. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, time-dependent optical spectroscopy
yielded extensive contributions to our understanding of co
plex relaxation in supercooled liquids. Nonresonant trans
birefringence~TB! and transient grating~TG! measurements
have revealed detailed information concerning
temperature-dependent dynamics of molecular orientat
density, and thermal diffusion. The results have been c
pared in detail to phenomenological and first-principles f
mulations of supercooled liquid dynamics.1–10

Recently it was discovered that despite their extens
use, TB measurements from supercooled liquids conta
contributions to signals that had not been apprecia
earlier.2,11 It was noted that the time-dependent respon
observed varied significantly depending on the relative p
tions of the excitation and probe beams in the sample, s
gesting important effects due to mass or thermal transpo
was demonstrated that the origin of this effect was molec
orientational alignment induced by flow of material arisi
from thermal expansion~Fig. 1!. Irradiation by the nonreso
nant excitation light gives rise to weak absorption into vib
tional overtones, resulting in mild heating~typically by sev-
eral millidegrees kelvin! which is greatest at the center of th
excitation spot. This leads to thermal expansion, i.e., flow
material radially outward from the center of the excitati
region. Through translational–rotational coupling, this
turn results in orientational alignment of asymmetric
molecules.12 The magnitude and direction of this orient
tional alignment, which we will refer to as ‘‘flow induced,
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vary as a function of position in the sample relative to t
center of the excitation region. In contrast, the direction
molecular orientational alignment induced directly by the e
citation light through the molecular polarizability anisotrop
~i.e., through the optical Kerr effect or OKE—note that w
use this term to denote the optical excitation process, not
transient birefringence experimental geometry through wh
the response is often measured! depends only on the excita
tion light polarization and is independent of position relati
to the center of the excitation spot. Therefore, the superp
tion of the flow-induced and OKE-induced orientational r
sponses measured in a transient birefringence experim
does depend on probe position. The measurement of fl
induced orientational contributions to signal, label
‘‘density-induced heterodyne amplified rotational dynamic
~or ‘‘DIHARD’’ ! is an important advance since it revea
contributions that may be significant in many TB expe
ments and because it provides a convenient method for
termination of translation–rotational coupling strengths
complex materials.

The DIHARD observations suggest that other measu
ments in which transient, spatially varying heating and th
mal expansion play a role may also be sensitive to flo
induced molecular orientational effects. In transient grat
experiments with crossed, parallel polarized excitat
pulses, diffracted signals arising from spatially periodic he
ing and thermal expansion have long been recognized.13,14

An entire class of such measurements, labeled ‘‘impuls
stimulated thermal scattering’’~ISTS, which also will be
used to denote an excitation mechanism rather than the
experimental geometry itself! and various other names, ha
been conducted precisely for the purpose of observing
time-dependent density response~thermal and longitudinal
a,
,

acoustic! to sudden, spatially periodic heating at the transient
grating peaks.4,13,15 In many materials, the diffracted signal

-

4 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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shows damped time-dependent oscillations due to a trans
longitudinal acoustic response, and shows a nonoscilla
contribution due to steady-state thermal expansion, wh
eventually decays due to thermal diffusion from the grat
peaks to the nulls. In supercooled liquids at some temp
tures, a gradual rise of signal level toward the steady-s
level is observed, revealing the slow structural relaxation
namics that mediates thermal expansion. Extensive TG m
surements of ISTS-induced density responses have been
ducted as a function of transient grating wave vec
magnitudeq ~revealing theq-dependent dispersion in acou
tic frequency and damping rate and in the thermal diffus
rate! and as a function of sample temperature.5 However,
flow-induced orientational contributions to TG signals ha
not been recognized. Their consideration is important to
sure correct analysis of the signals and to provide additio
information content of particular interest for supercool
liquids.2

Most TG measurements of ISTS-induced density
sponses have been conducted with both excitation light
larizations either perpendicular to the grating wave vec
direction ~i.e., with ‘‘vertical’’ or ‘‘VV’’ excitation polariza-
tions! or in a plane containing the grating wave vect
~‘‘HH’’ polarizations! and with similar ~VV or HH! probe
and signal polarizations. The measurements can be den
‘‘VVVV,’’ ‘‘VVHH,’’ ‘‘HHVV,’’ and ‘‘HHHH,’’ with the two
excitation, probe, and signal polarizations listed in order.
these configurations, orientational contributions to signal
to molecular polarizability anisotropy~OKE! are well

14

FIG. 1. Flow-induced birefringence. Where a velocity gradient exists
torque is exerted on anisotropic molecules, resulting in a net alignment
birefringence with the optical axis parallel to the velocity. The bottom p
shows the situation shortly after excitation. The flow velocity amplitude
distributed like the spatial derivative of the density modulation. The indu
orientational order evolves like the spatial derivative of the flow veloc
and results in a refractive index modulation which is different~dotted lines!
for the two polarizations:Dn',Dniso,Dni .

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 8, 22 February 2002
known. An additional signal contribution due to acoustic
waves excited through impulsive stimulated Brillouin scat
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tering ~ISBS! may also be observed, especially at large wa
vectors.5,16 In most cases, even modest~mK! heating gives
rise to thermally induced ISTS signals~thermal expansion
and longitudinal acoustic wave! that are substantially stron
ger than signal contributions arising from either OK
induced molecular orientation or ISBS-induced acous
waves. However, flow-induced molecular orientation is a
driven thermally, and the magnitude of the orientation
alignment, like the magnitude of the ISTS-induced dens
response, is assumed to be linearly proportional to
amount of heating.2 Therefore, flow-induced orientationa
signal contributions will not be suppressed relative to den
contributions on the basis of absorption strength.

TG excitation polarization combinations other than t
four discussed above also have been used. The most com
alternative employs perpendicularly polarized~‘‘VH’’ ! exci-
tation pulses and perpendicularly polarized~VH! probe and
signal beams, yielding the polarization combination deno
‘‘VHVH.’’ In this case, there is no spatially periodic heatin
of the sample but instead a spatially periodic excitat
polarization.17 OKE excitation in this case leads to molecul
orientation with spatially varying magnitude and alignme
direction. The orientational relaxation dynamics can be m
sured through VH probe and signal polarizations. T
VHVH configuration permits measurement of OKE-induc
orientational relaxation dynamics without any contributio
to signal due to density variations or flow-induced orien
tional alignment.14 In solids and some supercooled liquid
ISBS-excited transverse acoustic waves may also contri
to the response. The conventional transient birefringe
measurement~with the probe beam centered on the exci
tion region! can be thought of as a VHVH TG measureme
in the limit of a zero-degree angle between the pulses.
note that all of the signal contributions discussed thus fa
ISTS, ISBS, OKE, and flow-induced—have the same dep
dence on excitation light intensity, and therefore none can
selectively enhanced or eliminated through variation of
intensity. Therefore, polarization is a particularly importa
control parameter.

In this paper the contribution of flow-induced molecul
orientation to TG signals from a supercooled liquid is e
plored in detail. Time-dependent orientational signal con
butions are identified and measured, and TG polariza
combinations that either suppress or highlight flow-induc
signals are considered. A detailed theoretical treatment of
TG experiment, including various polarization combination
all of the excitation mechanisms discussed above, and op
heterodyne detection, is presented in the next section. Th
followed by experimental results and comparison to the t
oretical expectations. Finally, concluding remarks are
fered.

II. CONTRIBUTIONS TO TG SIGNALS

A. Heterodyne TG detection

The signals in our experiments are all measured thro
optical heterodyne detection13,18,19of the diffracted field, as

a
nd
t

d
,

3385Relaxation of supercooled salol
-
illustrated in Fig. 2. A short pulse is incident on a phase
mask, yielding61 orders of diffraction that are used for the
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two excitation pulses. A different wavelength cw or quasi-
beam of intensityI in is incident on a mask with the sam
spatial period as the first, and the61 orders of diffraction
produced with phase mask diffraction efficiency« are used
for the probe and reference beams. The reference bea
partially attenuated by a neutral density filter, leaving ref
ence beam intensityh«I in , to optimize signal and signal
noise levels. The detected intensity can be expressed as

I 5Edif
2 1Eref

2 1EdifEref cosf5~z«I in1h«I in

1«AzhI inI in cosf!/2, ~1!

with f the optical phase between the diffracted beam and
reference beam andz(t) the time-dependent sample diffra
tion efficiency. h50 corresponds to homodyne detectio
Heterodyne detection~0,h,1! has two main advantages
The mixing term, which gives the largest time-depend
contribution to the signal, is linear with respect to the sam
response~i.e., to the induced refractive index changes of t
sample, which themselves are linearly proportional to
excitation-induced density and orientational responses,
excitation-induced temperature changes, and the excita
light intensity!, simplifying the analysis. In addition, th
magnitude ofh can be optimized to render the best comp
mise between a large signal~compared to electronic detecto
noise! and a moderate dc signal backgroundEref

2 with its
accompanying optical noise. In cases where the homod
contribution to the signal is not negligible, data can be o
tained with positive and negative cosf. The difference sig-
nal is free of not only the homodyne contribution but also
contributions due to heterodyne mixing between the sig
and parasitically scattered probe light and of synchroni
spurious noise contributions that may be associated with
firing of the pump laser~e.g., electromagnetic pickup resul
ing from switching of a Pockels’ cell!. Heterodyne detection
is also versatile in cases where the signal polarization is
importance. By choosing the appropriate reference beam
larization, a specific diffracted beam polarization compon
can be selectively amplified.

B. Optically isotropic and anisotropic signal
contributions

We will be treating isotropic samples, with densityr and

FIG. 2. Optical heterodyne transient grating geometry. Both pump
probe beams are split into61 diffraction orders by the phase mask, and t
separated beams are recombined at the sample. The diffracted signal b
coincident and phase coherent with, and thus amplified by, the refer
beam. Polarization optics is inserted into the incident and signal beam p
to select specified signal components.

3386 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 8, 22 February 2002
refractive indexniso(r), in which transient optical anisotropy
may be induced through partial molecular orientationa
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alignment. The partially aligned system is uniaxial, with r
fractive index components perpendicular and parallel to
alignment direction given by

n'
2 ~x,t !5niso

2 ~r~x,t !!2 1
3S~x,t !D«1DnP,'

2

~2!
ni

2~x,t !5niso
2 ~r~x,t !!1 2

3S~x,t !D«1DnP,P
2 ,

with D« the maximum anisotropy~all molecular axes ori-
ented parallel with optical axis! of the dielectric permittivity
andS(t)[^P2@cosu(t)#& ~u is the angle of the molecular axi
with the optical axis! the order parameter characterizing t
degree of macroscopic anisotropy. The density depende
of the refractive index could be calculated approximat
through the Clausius–Mossotti relation (« r21)/(« r12)
5rNAa/mM«0 , with r the density,NA Avogadro’s number,
mM the molar mass,« r5niso

2 the relative dielectric permittiv-
ity, «0 the dielectric permittivity of vacuum, anda the mo-
lecular polarizability.DnP,' andDnP,i are the stress~P! in-
duced birefringence contributions to the respective refrac
index components, which are due to anisotropic refract
index changes without molecular alignment. To a large
tent these contributions play a minor role in the analys
Therefore, for the time being, we will omit them, and pos
pone the discussion of their relevance to Sec. III.

In this section we consider orientational alignment d
to flow only.2,14,15,20In this case the alignment direction
parallel to the ‘‘horizontal’’~H! transient grating wave vecto
direction. The refractive index for V-polarized~ordinary
wave! light is thenn' and for H-polarized light isni . Note
that we generally use ‘‘H’’ polarization to refer to beam
polarized in a plane that includes the grating wave vector
the bisector of the excitation beams, so only in the limit
small scattering angles does the polarization direction
proach the wave vector direction. In general, the refract
index for this extraordinary H polarization electric field com
ponent is given bynextra

2 5ni
2n'

2 /(ni
2 sin2 u1n'

2 cos2 u), with u
the angle between the probe beam wave vector and the
tical axis. However, most TG measurements are condu
with modest scattering angles, and the small refractive in
variation for H-polarized beams will be neglected.

Equation~2! implies that the ordinary and extraordina
wave component of the incident electric field are diffract
with different efficiencies. The induced optical axis~OA! is
chosen as the referencex axis ~in practice horizontal! for the
angles. Assume the incident probe light has a polarizationa,
i.e., the electric field vector makes an anglea with the opti-
cal axis and is given byEp5(cosa,sina,0). The ordinary
componentEord of the electric field generates diffracted ligh
with amplitude

Ex5gEp,ord~Dniso2
1
3SD«!5gEp sina~Dniso2

1
3SD«!,

~3!

with g a geometrical proportionality factor.
The extraordinary componentEextra of the electric field

generates diffracted light with amplitude

Ey5gEp,extra~Dniso1
2
3SD«!

d

m is
ce
ths

Glorieux et al.
l 5gEp cosa~Dniso1
2
3SD«!. ~4!
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The analyzing polarizer makes an angleb with the optical
axis, and acts as a projection operatoru~cosb,sinb,0!. The
diffracted field that is transmitted through the polarizer a
reaches the detector,Esig, is given by the projection of
(Ex ,Ey,0) onu

Esig5Ep cosa cosb~Dniso1
2
3SD«!

1Ep sina sinb~Dniso2
1
3SD«!. ~5!

The signal field componentEr due to the density chang
is given by

Er5Ep~cosa cosb1sina sinb!Dniso. ~6!

The signal field componentErot due to flow-induced ori-
entation is given by

Erot5Ep~2 cosa cosb2sina sinb!
SD«

3
. ~7!

From Eqs.~5!–~7!, two special cases can be deduced. T
flow-induced orientational contribution to signal can
eliminated and the pure density contribution2 maximized by
choosinga5b554.74° so that 2 cosa cosb2sina sinb50
andEsig5Er5EpDniso. Note that the density contribution t
signal can be isolated without any reduction in its intens
relative to the usual HH or VV probe and signal polariz
tions.

On the other hand, a maximum pure rotation-induc
signal2 can be obtained by choosinga5b545° so that
~cosa cosb1sina sinb!50 andErot52EPSD«/2.

C. Signal sources

The mild optical absorption of two horizontally crosse
pump laser beams results in a grating-like heat sou
Q(x,t)5Q0 cos(q0x)f(t)g(x), with q052p/L, L5l/@2 sin~u/
2!# the grating spacing,l the optical wavelength, andu the
crossing angle. For our purposes,f (t), the temporal enve-
lope of the laser pulse~of the order of 300 ps length! can be
considered as a delta function. In what follows,g(x), the
slowly varying ~compared toL! Gaussian envelope of th
pump beam shape, will be treated as uniform. In the w
vector-time domain this corresponds toQ(q,t)5Q0d(q
5q0)d(t50), with q the wave vector. The details of they-
andz dependence ofQ are not essential for this outline.

By combining the longitudinal part of the Navier–Stok
equation4

r0

]

]t
v i~q,t !2 iq

kBT0

S~q!
dr~q,t !2 iq

kBT0

S~q!
r0kdT~q,t !

1r0q2E
0

t

dt8 fL~q,t2t8!v i~q,t8!5 iqF~q,t !, ~8!

the continuity equation

]

]t
r~q,t !2r0iv i~q,t !50, ~9!

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 8, 22 February 2002
the energy transport equation,
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]

]t
dT~q,t !2cv

g21

k

]

]t
r~q,t !1k thq

2dT~q,t !

5Q~q,t !, ~10!

and assuming Debye relaxation

fL~q,t !5nL1fL
R~q,t !5nL1nR exp~2t/tR! ~11!

for the memory functionfL in Eq. ~8! ~nL is the longitudinal
kinematic viscosity,nR the Debye relaxation time! and ap-
proximating for the small wave vector limit, one arrives a
232 matrix equation in temperature and density, and fina
at the dispersion equation for thermal diffusion, longitudin
acoustic propagation, and structural relaxation4

~s1G th!~s1 ivac1Gac!~s2 ivac1Gac!Fs1
c0

2

c`
2 tR

G50,

~12!

in the time-conjugate Laplace variables5 iv, corresponding
to a time-domain density response

Sdens}AS expS 2
t

t th
D2expS 2

t

tac
D cos~2p f act ! D

1BS expS 2
t

t th
D2expS 2

t

tst
D bD . ~13!

In the above equations,r0 is the steady-state density,v i the
particle velocity, k the thermal expansion coefficient,g
5cp /cv , cp and cv the specific heat capacity at consta
pressure and volume, respectively,k th the thermal conductiv-
ity, fL the memory function,S(q) the static structure factor
andkB the Boltzmann constant.F(q,t) is the electrostrictive
driving force.c0 andc` are, respectively, the zero frequenc
and infinite frequency limits of the longitudinal sound velo
ity. f ac5vac/(2p) is the acoustic frequency,t th5G th

21, tac

5Gac
21, tst are the thermal, acoustic, and structural relaxat

times, respectively, andb is the stretched exponential expo
nent. Details of this derivation and the expressions forA and
B are given in Yang and Nelson.4–6As mentioned before, the
density grating responseSdens is coupled via the Clausius–
Mossotti relation toniso, causing diffraction of the probe
beam. Thead hocmodification of Eq.~13! with an exponent
b different from unity permits non-Debye-type structural r
laxation in general to be treated. Stretched exponen
~Kohlrausch–Williams–Watts or KWW! behavior of the
structural relaxation, which here is probed via the dens
relaxation ~Mountain mode!,21,22 is found in many experi-
ments on supercooled liquids.23

An important feature of experimental data described
Eq. ~13! is the Debye–Waller factor, which is determined b
the ratioB/A. Mode coupling theory~MCT! for supercooled
liquids predicts a characteristic temperature dependenc
this ‘‘nonergodicity parameter’’.20,24To determine the noner
godicity parameter associated with structural relaxation,
time scales for acoustic oscillations, structural relaxati

3387Relaxation of supercooled salol
and thermal diffusion have to be well separated, i.e.,tac

!tst!t th .
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The density gradient caused by both the initial, net fl
of molecules out of the heated regions and the passage o
spatially and temporally periodic acoustic wave afterwar
results in a flow

v i~q,t !5
1

ir0

]

]t
r~q,t ! ~14!

and a flow gradient

]v i~q,t !

]x
5

1

ir0

]

]x

]

]t
r~q,t !5

q

r0

]

]t
r~q,t !. ~15!

Through translational–rotational coupling, measured by
coupling parameterg tr–rot, material flow drives the molecula
orientational responseSflow(t).

The coupling, described by the relation12,25

]Sflow

]t
1

Sflow

tor
5g tr–rot

]v i

]x
, ~16!

and acting through the time-dependent flow gradient

]v i

]x
5

q

r0

]

]t
r~q,t !

5
q

r0

]

]t S AS expS 2
t

t th
D2expS S i2p f ac2

1

tac
D t D D

1BS expS 2
t

t th
D2expS 2

t

tst
D bD D

52
q

r0
S S A

t th
expS 2

1

t th
D2AS i2p f ac2

1

tac
D

3expS S i2p f ac2
1

tac
D t D D1S B

t th
expS 2

t

t th
D

2
bB

tst
S t

tst
D b21

expS 2
t

tst
D bD D , ~17!

drives a molecular orientational response given by

Sflow~q,t !}C expS 2
t

tac
D cos~2p f act !

1D expS 2
t

tor
D bor

1E expS 2
t

t th
D

1F expS 2
t

tst
D1G expS 2

t

tst
D b

1H expS 2
t

tst
D b

^ expS 2
t

tor
D bor

. ~18!

Each driving term in Eq.~17! contributes to the flow re-
sponse in Eq.~18!. In general, an exponentially decayin

3388 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 8, 22 February 2002
driving termK exp(2t/t) in Eq. ~16! leads to a response of
the form
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,

e

SG~ t !}
K

S 1

tor
2

1

t D ~exp~2t/t!2exp~2t/tor!!. ~19!

Equation~19! shows that the response to a driving force w
a decay time substantially slower than the orientational
laxation time decays with essentially that decay time. Wh
the driving force is fast compared to orientational relaxatio
the response is an exponential decay with the orientatio
relaxation time. The stretched exponential driving term a
more or less as an exponential driving force faster th
exp(2t/tst) for t,tst and slower than exp(2t/tst) for t
.tst. According to Eq.~17! fast driving terms dominate the
response since the amplitude of each term is given by
time derivative of the density.

At high temperatures, where structural relaxation is f
and there is no gradual rise of the density response, the in
thermal expansion density jump gives a delta function c
tribution to the velocity gradient yielding an exp(2t/tor) term
which dominates the more slowly decaying term from th
mal diffusion. Together with the response to the oscillati
acoustic driving term, this yields a simplified orientation
response

Sflow}C expS 2
t

tac
D cos~2p f act !1D expS 2

t

tor
D bor

.

~20!

In analogy to the density response, we have general
the orientational response to a stretched exponential f
with relaxation timetor and stretching exponentbor . At
lower temperatures, structural relaxation becomes slower
a gradual density change is clearly observable on time sc
longer than the acoustic oscillation period. In this case
~18! can be expected to evolve to

Sflow}C expS 2
t

tac
D cos~2p f act !1D8 expS 2

t

t8D
b

,

~21!

wheret8 andb represent an approximate convolution of t
structural and orientational relaxation stretched exponen
parameters, respectively, resulting from a driving functi
which is a product of a stretched exponential~with the struc-
tural relaxation parameters! and t (b21) factor ~with a frac-
tional negative exponent! and a response function which
another stretched exponential~with the orientational relax-
ation parameters!. While our simplification of this part of the
response is clearly a crude approximation, we anticipate
this is a small part of the total response in all cases since
density response is slow and its time derivative, which giv
the orientational driving force, is small. Our objective here
to allow for a relatively simple phenomenological descr
tion of the slow dynamics without undue emphasis on
details, the determination of which will be beyond our e
perimental ability. Indeed, our primary objective in conside
ing the slow flow-induced orientational response will be
estimate the relative magnitude of its contribution to IS
signals, rather than to determine its precise dynamics.

Glorieux et al.
The amplitude factorsC and D ~or D8! are determined
by the driving source~acoustic wave oscillations and initial
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net outflow, respectively! and by the translational–rotationa
coupling factorg tr–rot. In principle, Eqs.~20! and~21! allow
determination of the orientational relaxation parameterstor

andbor and the coupling parameterg tr–rot. The orientational
responseSflow is equal to the orientational order parameter
Eqs. ~2!–~7!. The net molecular flow corresponding to th
‘‘dc’’ part ~before thermal diffusion sets in! of the thermal
expansion in the case of very slow responses gives rise
net contribution of rotational relaxation to the signal. Und
some circumstances, the relatively large strength of the
isotropic signal facilitates study of rotational relaxation, e
pecially in cases where the OKE excitation~neglected in this
treatment! efficiency is small.2 According to Eq.~21! mo-
lecular flow also oscillates synchronously with passing lo
gitudinal acoustic waves, giving an oscillating contributio

D. Signal contribution selection schemes

We now consider explicitly the VVVV, HHHH, VVHH,
and HHVV polarization combinations used experimentall2

In our experiments, ISTS excitation yielded the predomin
signals. Still, OKE signal contributions are easily treated a
will be considered below. With the polarization combinatio
used, the OKE-induced orientational alignments are al
the V or H directions, and so the birefringenceD«5« i

2«' is defined with respect to the same coordinate axe
that due to flow-induced orientation~which is the horizontal
H direction!. However, the magnitude and time dependen
of the orientational alignments, as described byS(x,t), are
very different. For the polarization combinations under co
sideration, we obtain the following results for the signal
tensities~which are linearly proportional to the refractive in
dex variations!:

I HHHH5d~niso
2 1 2

3SflowD«1 2
3SKerrD«!1/2

I HHVV5d~niso
2 2 1

3SflowD«2 1
3SKerrD«!1/2

~22!
I VVHH5d~niso

2 1 2
3SflowD«2 1

3SKerrD«!1/2,

I VVVV5d~niso
2 2 1

3SflowD«1 2
3SKerrD«!1/2

leading, after a first-order expansion~the refractive index
changes are much smaller than unity! to the interesting signa
subtraction schemes

I r5 1
3~ I HHHH12I HHVV!

5 1
3~ I HHVV1I VVHH1I VVVV!

5 1
3~2I HHHH12I VVHH12I VVVV!

5 1
3~3I HHHH14I HHVV22I VVHH22I VVVV!,

I or,flow5I HHHH2I VVVV5I VVHH2I HHVV , ~23!

I or,Kerr5I HHHH2I VVHH5I VVVV2I HHVV .

For maximum signal, the polarization of the heterodyn
amplifying reference beam is always chosen parallel with
analyzing output polarizer.

Note that in Eq.~22!, while the OKE part of the signa
fulfills the symmetry conditions well known for four-wav

26,27

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 8, 22 February 2002
mixing experiments ~e.g., I VVHH can be identified with
I xxyy in the conventional notation in the laboratory frame o
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four-wave mixing!, the flow-induced part of the signal doe
not. This is easily understood since the heating of the sam
occurs through absorption of the excitation pulses, and t
absorption by the isotropic sample is polarization indep
dent. This heating results in mass flow whose direction
pends on the grating wave vector direction~‘‘H’’ as defined
in the present case!, i.e., on the excitation geometry but no
on the excitation polarization, as long as the excitation pul
are polarized parallel to each other. The flow-induced m
lecular orientational alignment is parallel to the flow dire
tion, again dependent on the excitation geometry but not
the excitation polarization. Finally, the flow-induced molec
lar orientational alignment results in diffracted signal who
intensity is dependent on the probe polarization. Thus,
example, signalsI HHHH and I VVVV ~all H polarizations and
all V polarizations, respectively! are different, signalsI HHHH

and I HHVV ~H excitation polarization and H or V probe po
larization, respectively! are different, while signalsI VVHH

and I HHHH ~H or V excitation polarization and H probe po
larization! are the same since the signals depend on
choice of probe but not excitation polarization. More gen
ally, the effects of flow on light scattering and its polarizatio
dependences has been treated in detail theoretically.28–30

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The sample was excited by the output of a Q-switch
mode-locked, cavity-dumped Nd:YAG laser~pulse duration
300 ps, pulse energy 500mJ, repetition rate 50 Hz, wave
length 1064 nm! and the refractive index effects were prob
by a cw laser diode~power 70 mW, wavelength 830 nm!.
The pump light at 1064 nm is weakly but sufficiently a
sorbed by salol~phenyl salicylate! due to an overtone of the
OH stretching mode. The diffracted light was detected b
combination of a fast~ac-coupled! Hamamatsu C5658 detec
tor (1 ns,t,2 ms) and a slower~dc-coupled! New Focus
No. 1801 detector (t.2 ms). An ad hocvisual optimization
of the match between the fast and slow detector signals
done by multiplying one of them with an appropriate fact
The phase masks used in the heterodyne diffraction s
had a diffraction efficiency of typically 30% into each of th
two first orders. We used grating spacings of 16mm and 52
mm, corresponding with scattering angles of 1.9°, resp
tively, 1.0°. The reference probe beam was attenuated
times by a neutral density filter, which also was tilt co
trolled to manipulate the optical phasef @see Eq.~1!#. The
temperature was controlled by a Lakeshore model 330 c
troller, which kept the temperature stable within 0.1 K duri
each experiment. The temperature of the quartz sample
vette was detected by a platinum thermistor attached to
cuvette using thermally conducting paste. The polarizati
of the two pump and two probe beams were individua
controlled by Glan-Taylor polarizers~extinction ratio 1025!
which were mounted on a combined tilt and rotation sta
that was carefully adjusted to avoid beam walk during pol
ization rotation. Typically, data were averaged over 4096
ser shots.

3389Relaxation of supercooled salol
f
Figure 3 shows three typical signals obtained in hetero-

dyne and homodyne diffraction modes. The middle trace, the
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homodyne signal, was obtained without the reference be
while the other two signals were obtained using the refere
beam with cosf51 ~top! and cosf521 ~bottom!. The sig-
nals illustrate that for the optimized value ofh51/450 in this
case~minimizing the combination of optical and electron
detector noise!, the heterodyne gain is significant: the hete
dyned signal intensity is about 11 times larger than the
modyne signal intensity. From this, we can conclude that
maximum diffraction efficiencyI D /I 0 of the induced grating
was about 231025. Using an approximate expression27 for
the diffraction efficiencyI D /I 05upDnd/lu of a refractive
index grating over a depthd54 mm ~d5depth of focus of
our crossing pump beams,l51.064mm is the pump beam
wavelength!, this corresponds to a maximum refractive ind
variationDn5431027.

The signals in Fig. 4, obtained with different polarizatio
combinations of pump and probe, are dominated by the d
sity response. However, significant differences among
signals~whose steady-state levels have been set at the s
value att.2•ms! are due to different orientational contribu
tions. The orientational and density dynamics are clearly
ferent since the time dependence of the signal changes w
different polarization combinations which allow more or le
orientational contribution are used. Differences of up to 3
in the relative signal levels at various times are obser
from the data. As discussed above, orientation and den
contributions can be extracted from the data either by co
bining data from several experiments through Eq.~23! or by
single experiments using certain polarization configuratio
Figure 5 illustrates the signals with and without the orien
tional contribution. The upper and lower traces show
results of HHHH and VVHH experiments. The middle tra
is the~55°,55°! ~magic angle configuration! experimental re-
sult along with calculated pure density signal~dashed trace!
based on the HHHH and HHVV signals and Eq.~5!. The
experimental and calculated curves are well matched. A

FIG. 3. TG signals~16 mm grating, HHHH! obtained from salol at 245 K.
The middle trace shows homodyne signal, while the upper and lower tr
show heterodyned signals with the reference phase optimized for cons
tive ~upper trace! or destructive~lower trace! interference between the ref
erence and diffracted fields.

3390 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 8, 22 February 2002
rection factor of 0.92, compensating for a slight heterodyn
mismatch~caused by imperfect reference phase optimizatio
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in the different experimental signals!, was used to match the
experimental and calculated 55°,55° signal intensities as w
as possible. This factor does not influence the dynam
features of the data, which match well without any adjusta
parameters.

A similar approach can be applied to obtain the pu
orientational contribution. Figure 6 illustrates the analyz
polarization dependence of the diffracted signal for 45° in

es
c-

FIG. 4. Heterodyne TG signal intensity from salol at 245 K, with a 52-mm
grating fringe spacing. The acoustic oscillations appear on relatively
~nanosecond! time scales. Complex, nonexponential structural relaxation
namics on submicrosecond time scales gives rise to the gradual increa
signal, as the density modulation of the sample due to spatially peri
heating gradually reaches steady state. On an even longer time scale~not
shown!, thermal diffusion equilibrates the grating peak and null tempe
tures and returns the signal level to zero. The difference between HHHH
HHVV signals reveals the presence of an orientational contribution.
steady-state signal levels have been set equal so that the complex rela
dynamics leading to them could be compared for the different polariza
combinations.

FIG. 5. Illustration of the orientational contribution to ISTS signals detec
in HHHH and HHVV configurations~upper and lower traces, respectively!
at 245 K, with a 16-mm grating spacing. The middle trace is the 55°,5
~magic angle configuration! experimental curve along with calculated sign
due to density only@dotted trace, based on Eq.~23! and the HHHH and
HHVV signals#. A correction factor of 0.92, compensating for imperfe
heterodyne phase optimization in the experimental signals, was use

Glorieux et al.
e
n
match the experimental and calculated 55°,55° signal intensities as well as
possible.
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dent probe polarization. For clarity, the acoustic respon
are suppressed using a 10 ns Gaussian smoothing filter.
solid curves show the experimental data recorded with
analyzer polarization angles indicated. The dashed curve
calculated from the HHHH and HHVV signals using Eq.~5!
The ~45°,245°! angle calculation corresponds rather w
with the experimental curve. Note that the intensities of e
pair of experimental and calculated signals were matc
using a multiplicative correction factor. Remaining diffe
ences are likely due to the imperfect manual optimization
the heterodyne phases. In order to match the amplitude
several signal traces in subtraction calculations, we h
made use of the fact that at sufficiently long times, all ani
tropic signal contributions have decayed, and only
polarization-independent thermal part of the signal rema
The signals were therefore equalized at their long ti
limits.

We note that the orientational signal is quite weak
comparison to the density signal, putting stringent requ
ments on the purity of the polarizations of all the beams. T
most important technical problem is that unavoidably th
are some optical components~windows, lens! between the
input and output polarizers which partially depolarize t
beam. As a result, the desired pure orientational signal,
in the ~45°,245°! case, may be contaminated with depol
ized density contributions. These were minimized by op
mizing the phase of the reference beam and selectively
plifying the orientational contribution as much as possib
Still, some of our experimental~45°,245°! data suffer from
noise and the presence of spurious density signal contr

FIG. 6. Illustration of the polarization~u! dependence of the diffraction
signal at 245 K, 16-mm grating. The curves plotted with thin lines ar
obtained from the experiment. The incident polarization angle for all sign
was 45°, the analyzing polarization angle was270° ~a!, 255° ~b!, 250° ~c!,
245° ~d, ‘‘magic angle’’ combination!, 235° ~e!, and 220° ~f!. The bold
curves are calculated using Eq.~23! from the HHHH and HHVV signal for
the 45°,u magic angle configuration. To enhance the visibility of other fe
tures, the acoustic responses are suppressed using a 10 ns Gaussian s
ing filter. A global multiplicative correction factor was used to match t
curves as well as possible. Small differences between theory and exper
are likely due to the imperfect manual optimization of the individual hete
dyne phases.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 8, 22 February 2002
tions. The magnitudes of these contributions could be a
sessed readily by examining the intensity of any signal tha
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persisted at long delay times, after the orientational contri
tions had decayed and only density contributions remain

Figure 7 illustrates the consistency between orientatio
contributions obtained by the different subtraction combin
tions given in Eq.~23!. Figure 8 gives a similar illustration
for density contributions to signal, calculated in the four d
ferent ways suggested by Eq.~23!. The density and orienta
tional signals shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively, are c
sistent with each other and with those determined dire
through experiments at the corresponding magic angles~as
already illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6!.

In summary, the experimental results illustrate that
model and the approximations are reasonable for determ
tion of both density and orientational contributions to IST
data. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to assess whether
omission of the stress-induced birefringence terms in Eq.~2!,
which are not due to molecular alignment, from the sub
quent derivation could give rise to the small discrepanc
observed or whether this approximation might introdu

ls

-
ooth-

ent
-

FIG. 7. Flow-induced orientational response at 252 K, 52mm grating spac-
ing, obtained from the HHVV, HHHH, VVHH, and VVVV signals through
the two different subtraction combinations given in Eq.~23!.

FIG. 8. Density response at 252 K, 52mm grating spacing, obtained from
the HHVV, HHHH, VVHH, and VVVV signals through the four differen
combinations given in Eq.~23!. Signal combinations:~a! HHHH12HHVV;

3391Relaxation of supercooled salol
s-
t
~b! HHVV1VVHH1VVVV; ~c! 2HHHH12VVHH12VVVV; ~d!
3HHHH14HHVV22VVHH22VVVV.
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other significant errors. For isotropic systems, the stre
induced birefringence terms can be written as31

DnP,P5 1
2nV

3~q11PH1q12PV!,
~24!

DnP,'5 1
2nV

3~q12PH1q11PV!,

such that the stress-induced birefringence is given by

Dn5 1
2nV

3~q112q12!~PH2PV!, ~25!

with PH and PV the density change related stresses in
horizontal and vertical direction, respectively,nV the refrac-
tive index for vertically polarized light, and q11 and q12 the
diagonal and off-diagonal characteristic elements of the p
toelastic tensor, respectively. In general,q11 andq12 are dif-
ferent. In our experimentPH andPV are coupled to the den
sity via the strain induced by the thermal expansion a
horizontally propagating acoustic waves. The stress–st
relations for a longitudinal acoustic wave traveling in t
horizontal direction32

PH5Pxx5rvL
2 ]u

]x
5rvL

2iqLux ,

~26!

PV5Pyy5rvL
2F12

2vT
2

vL
2 G ]u

]x
5rvL

2F12
2vT

2

vL
2 G iqLux ,

with vL andvT the longitudinal and transverse acoustic v
locity, respectively, andu the acoustic displacement, impl
that the induced stress anisotropy increases with the
derivative of the density signal~via the wave vectorqL

5v/vL and the horizontal displacementux! and the squared
ratio between the shear and longitudinal velocity of the l
uid. Although we do not have numerical values for the sh
acoustic velocity of salol, for the main part of the tempe
ture region of our study, this ratio is very small~e.g., in
glycerol vT /vL,0.25 for temperatures above the tempe
ture of maximum relaxation3,33!. The zero-frequency shea
modulus is negligibly small at any temperature significan
aboveTg , and the contribution to the gradual rise in sign
~on microsecond time scales in the temperature range tha
can measure it! also should be negligible. Only for the lowe
temperatures may stress-induced birefringence start to p
role. For comparison, ISS measurements of shear and lo
tudinal acoustic waves~in a similar wave vector range! in the
glass-forming liquid triphenylphospite15 determined a shea
acoustic velocity at the glass transition temperature~205 K!
of about 1000 m/s for short wavelengths and a longitudi
acoustic velocity of about 2400 m/s, corresponding
2vT

2/vL
250.35. Typical values34 for (q11–q12) for solids are

between 10212m2N21 and 5310212m2N21. Combining
these estimates results in stress-induced birefringence va
between 3310213 PH and 10212 PH . In our experiment the
anisotropy contribution to the signal is typically about on
third of the signal, which, based on the calculated maxim
relative refractive index signal variation of 431027, corre-
sponds to about 1.331027 birefringence variation and, usin
the Clausius–Mossotti relation,35 to maximum strains of

27

3392 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 8, 22 February 2002
Dr/r54310 . Inserting this strain value in Eq.~26!, one
obtains maximum stressesPH of about 14 kPa; and hence
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maximum stress-induced birefringence values of the orde
1028, about ten times smaller than the anisotropy signal.

IV. SALOL DYNAMICS AND NONERGODICITY
PARAMETER

Density and anisotropy response signals from salol c
ering a wide range of temperatures between 238 and 30
have been collected and checked for consistency betwee
different methods of determination as illustrated above. E
for a single fixed grating spacing, the signals offer an ab
dance of information, as already illustrated in Yanget al.4,5

Equation~13! illustrates that the density contribution rende
thermal diffusivity, acoustic frequency, velocity, and dam
ing rate, elastic modulus, structural relaxation amplitude, a
characteristic structural relaxation time and stretching ex
nent. The orientational contribution, described by Eqs.~20!
and ~21!, offers extra information about translation–rotatio
coupling, the characteristic orientational relaxation time, a
the orientational decay stretching exponent. Since the or
tational contribution to signal reflects the dynamics of bo
the orientational and density responses~the latter driving the
former through flow!, the orientational dynamics general
cannot be determined with high accuracy in ISTS measu
ments with typical signal/noise levels. In practice, OKE me
surements represent a more straightforward method for
traction of orientational dynamics. It is noted that dynam
light scattering methods26 with appropriate polarizations als
permit determination of density and rotational signal con
butions in supercooled liquids, and that the methods are
ten advantageous over complementary time and sample
perature ranges.

The strength of the orientational contributions to IST
signals at any given polarization combination can be
sessed with reasonable accuracy. This is important for an
sis of the density response, which can be measured a
rately through ISTS, and for determination of th
translational–rotational coupling strength. Here, we focus
the amplitudes of the density and orientational contributio
to signals and, for the density contributions, the relative a
plitudes of the acoustic and steady-state signal levels f
which the Debye–Waller factor can be determined.

Figure 9 shows typical experimental curves at 248, 2
and 270 K together with the best fits to Eq.~13! and Eq.~21!.
The initial rise time to reach the steady-state signal lev
corresponding roughly to the characteristic density relaxa
time, varies over several decades from about 8 ns at 270
about 700 ns at 248 K. At around 255 K~glass transition
temperatureTg5218 K6! the damping rate for acousti
wavelengthl552 mm reaches its maximum value. This
the temperature region at which the characteristic den
relaxation timetst is given byvtst'1. Generally, the density
relaxation dynamics can be mapped out at slower time sc
through the gradual nonexponential rise to the steady-s
signal level and at faster times through the acoustic respo
including both the non-Lorentzian acoustic absorption sp
trum and the corresponding dispersion in the acoustic ve
ity. Note that in the ISTS data shown in Fig. 9, the sign

Glorieux et al.
noise ratio is reduced at times longer than 2ms. This is a
result of the use of two separate detectors for short and long
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,

FIG. 9. Experimental data~dashed
line! for density ~left plot! and orien-
tational responses~right plot! at 248,
256, and 270 K along with best fits
~full line! using Eq. ~13! for density
and Eq.~20! for flow. The experimen-
tal response signals are averages ov
the four- and two-signal combinations
respectively, in Eq.~23! for the density
and anisotropy signal.
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time scales. The fast detector had very low electronic no
but was ac coupled, such that its filter response had to
deconvolved to correct the data traces at intermediate tim
For long time scales a dc-coupled detector was used w
had more electronic noise. The two parts of the signal w
combined on the basis of a visually optimized amplificati
factor for one of them. In practice, the temporal overlap
data from the two detectors is sufficient to minimize t
errors introduced by this process. Still, the uncertainties
stretching exponents, which are quite difficult to determ
quantitatively, and in the relative amplitudes of acoustic a
steady-state signal levels~needed below for determination o
the Debye–Waller factor!, are substantially greater tha
those of earlier measurements4–6 for which a single low-
noise detector was available.

The fitting convergence and quality were good over
and the temperature dependences of the various fitting
rameters support the results of Yanget al.,4–6 who also ob-
tained the wave vector dependence of the response and
the dispersion characteristics of the acoustic moduli. Ya
et al. analyzed their data as if they arose from pure den
signals. We now know that this was not the case, so we m
check to see whether the orientational contribution that w
neglected may have biased the results of their structura
laxation data analysis. An important result from this analy
is the temperature dependence of the Debye–Waller fa
whose behavior was predicted by mode coupling the
~MCT!. Figure 10 shows the present results along with
data and best fit to the MCT square-root prediction fro
Yanget al. The present result is consistent with that of Ya
et al., in spite of their neglect of orientational effects. Th
values shown in Fig. 10 were determined through comp
son between density contributions to acoustic and stea
state signals in the temperature range over which the co
tion tac!tst!t th holds. Since the hydrodynamic quantitie
tac andt th vary with wave vector, the temperature range w
enlarged in the earlier work through measurements ove
wide wave vector range. Although the present results are

sufficient for independent determination of the temperature
dependent behavior, it is clear that the Debye–Waller facto
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values are not changed substantially by the inclusion of
entational effects in the analysis.

The temperature dependencies of the structural~density!
and orientational relaxation times of the anisotropy signa
the high temperature range are shown in Fig. 11, and c
pared with relaxation times of Yang and Nelson19 and Hinze
et al.2 Although the signal/noise ratios are not sufficient f
accurate determination at all temperatures, the similarity
tween density and orientational relaxation times is clear. O
data provide approximate stretching exponents for the d
sity at some temperatures, but given the complex orien
tional driving force and response, we cannot extract relia
values for an orientational stretching exponent. We show
Fig. 11 our results for these parameters along with the d
sity values of Yang and Nelson4,5 and the orientational value
of Hinze et al.2 The data also contain information about th
temperature dependence of the rotational–translational
pling constant, in other words the strength of flow-induc
orientation. Intuitively this coupling is related to viscosi
and shear, and possible models have been reviewed.25 As
discussed earlier, the magnitude of the orientational sig

FIG. 10. Debye–Waller factorB/(A1B) determined from the density re
laxation amplitudeB and relaxation-free amplitudeA ~open circles!. The

-
r
data ~filled circles! and best modecoupling theoretical fit from Yang and
Nelson~Refs. 4–6! are shown for comparison.
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depends also on the dynamics of the driving force, wh
makes the situation rather complicated for the long-time
sponse because of strongly temperature-dependent relax
dynamics. On the other hand, the dynamics of the oscilla
acoustic driving force do not vary greatly with temperatu
The corresponding orientational response amplitude~normal-
ized with the amplitude of the oscillatory density signal! is
determined@as seen from Eq.~17! and Eq.~19!# by the prod-
uct of a driving factor tor /Af ac

221(2ptor)
2 and the

translation–rotation coupling constant. The experimental
certainties, especially at low temperatures where the osc
tion amplitudes in the data are small, make possible only
estimate of the temperature dependence ofg tr–rot. The driv-
ing factor increases by a factor of approximately 2 as
temperature is reduced from 265 to 250 K~note that at the
lower temperatures,tor becomes comparable with the acou
tic oscillation period!, indicating thatg tr–rot remains almost
temperature independent. This is consistent with calcula
results of Kivelsonet al.12 ~see Fig. 12!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The density and orientational contributions to ISTS m
surements of supercooled liquid dynamics have been
lyzed in detail theoretically and elucidated experimenta
Polarization combinations are prescribed that permit de
mination of the two contributions. Results from the sup
cooled liquid salol indicate that orientational contributions
signals are significant at both short times~during the acoustic
oscillations! and longer times~during the gradual nonoscil
latory evolution toward a steady-state response! at the tem-

FIG. 11. ~a! Characteristic decay times for density~filled circles! and an-
isotropy ~open circles!. ~b! Stretching exponents for density~filled circles!
for those temperatures at which reliable determination was possible. O
tational stretching exponents could not be determined reliably. The pre
results are included along with results of earlier ISTS~filled squares! and
OKE-DIHARD ~open triangles! measurements of the density and orien
tional responses, respectively.
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peratures we studied. The results show similar temperatur
dependent trends in orientational and density dynamic
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Previously reported conclusions that the Debye–Waller f
tor shows the temperature-dependent behavior predicte
mode-coupling theory, based on an analysis of ISTS res
in which orientational contributions were neglected, we
found to be valid even when the additional contributions
accounted for. ISTS measurements can be recorded with
larization combinations that exclude orientational contrib
tions, in which case data analysis in terms of density
sponses only is justified.

The full analysis of ISTS data yields information abo
translational–rotational coupling and orientational relaxat
dynamics in addition to acoustic properties and thermal
sponses from which density dynamics is deduced. Thus
abundance of information is provided in a time windo
which is many orders of magnitude wide~ns–ms! and in a
wave vector range of about two decades~corresponding to
wavelengths of about 2–200 microns!. The information pro-
vided within these ranges offers insight into viscoelastic
sponses throughout the supercooled liquid region.
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